Metaverse ETF

Fund Details

Fund Objective

Ticker

PUNK

Type

Metaverse ETF

CUSIP

81752T 585
"501234.3033

ISIN
Primary Exchange

CBOE
Jan 27th 2022

Inception Date
Expense Ratio

0.75%
!$ 973 448
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Advisor
Fund Distributor

Subversive Capital Advisor LLC
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Why Should You Invest in PUNK?
Market Growth

Unique Investment Strategy

Strong Belief in Egalitarianism

The rise of blockchain
technology is enabling the
movement, protection, and
management of assets in the
metaverse. VR and AR are
now rapidly increasing in
popularity, with big tech
companies shifting toward
the Metaverse not just
in gaming and computing
but also in security and
payment processing.

Using Jon Radoff’s Metaverse
Market Map, we identify
companies that will be
engaged in one or more of
the seven layers of the
Metaverse. These layers are:
experience, discovery, creator
economy, spatial computing,
decentralization, human
interface and infrastructure.
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Metaverse Market Map
Experience

Discovery

Creator
Economy

Spatial
Computing

Decentralize

Human
Interface

Infrastructure

Securities Subversive identifies as Metaverse companies. The fund may or may not hold all securites. For a complete list of holdings go to subversiveetfs.com.

Sectors
12 Communication Services
09 Consumer Discretionary

Top 10 Holdings
Cash&Other CASH & OTHER

20.54%

A

AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES INC

3.68%

AAPL

APPLE INC

3.61%

28 Information Technology

MSFT

MICROSOFT CORP

3.53%

03 Health Care

SONY
NVDA

SONY GROUP CORP
NVIDIA CORP

3.34%

GOOG

ALPHABET INC-CL C

3.20%

RBLX

ROBLOX CORP

3.06%

MAT

MATTEL INC

3.00%

TTWO

TAKE-TWO INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE

2.80%

01 Financials

5

53

Sectors Companies

3.24%
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Important Risk Information
The Fund is actively managed and may not meet its investment objective based on the Adviser’s success or failure to implement investment
strategies for the Fund.
Metaverse Companies Risk include, but are not limited to, small or limited markets for such securities, changes in business cycles, world
economic growth, technological progress, rapid obsolescence, and government regulation. Securities of Metaverse Companies, especially smaller,
start-up companies, tend to be more volatile than securities of companies that do not rely heavily on technology. Rapid change to technologies
that affect a company’s products could have a material adverse effect on such company’s operating results. Metaverse Companies may rely on a
combination of patents, copyrights, trademarks and trade secret laws to establish and protect their proprietary rights in their products and
technologies. There can be no assurance that the steps taken by these companies to protect their proprietary rights will be adequate to prevent
the misappropriation of their technology or that competitors will not independently develop technologies that are substantially equivalent
or superior to such companies’ technology.
Shares are bought and sold at market price not net asset value (NAV) and are not individually redeemed from the Fund. Market price returns
are based on the midpoint of the bid/ask spread at 4:00 pm Eastern Time (when NAV is normally determined) and do not represent the return you
would receive if you traded at other times.

Before investing you should carefully consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses. This and other information is available in the prospectus and summary prospectus available
at www.subversiveetfs.com. Please read these carefully before investing.
Quasar Distributors, LLC.

